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Correlation properties of multiple scattered light: 
implication to coherent diagnostics of burned skin 
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Abstract. Modeling of skin burns has been performed in this study. 
Autocorrelation functions of intensity fuctuations of scattered light 
were measured for two-layered turbid media. The frst layer served as 
a model for motionless scatterers (optically inhomogeneous gel flm) 
whereas the second one simulated dynamic light scattering (Brownian 
motion of intralipid particles in aqueous suspension). This medium 
was used as a model of skin burns. A theory related quasi-elastic light 
scattering measurements to cutaneous blood fow was used. The de-
pendencies of statistical properties of Doppler signal on the properties 
of burned skin as well as on the velocity of cutaneous blood fow have 
been investigated. Theoretical predictions have been verifed by mea-
surements both of dynamic and stationary light scattering in model 
media. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. 
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1646171] 
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1 Introduction 
Blood microcirculation is disturbed or cutaneous blood fow
surceases completely in burned skin. The problem of precis
determination of the depth of dermal burns is very importan
for clinical medicine. For deep burns, the presence of cutan
ous blood microcirculation could be defned by mechanica
inspection of wounds with the help of a thin metal needle. Th
appearance of blood at the puncture point within a burne
skin area is assumed to be an evidence of remained cutane
blood microcirculation in that burned layer. For the treatmen
of soft dermal burns, it is necessary to defne the wound dep
for the further removal of a burned layer. For these purpose
more accurate methods measuring the burn depth are need
instead of the needle probing procedure. For evaluation of th
intensity of cutaneous blood fow, the thermal visors are ofte
used. However, their applicability is less effective, as a rule
Thus, the development of coherent optical methods for burne
skin diagnostics is the issue of a great importance. 

Laser methods of medical diagnostics involve frst, lase
Doppler1,2 and laser speckle contrast analysis ~LASCA! 
techniques,3 speckle interferometry,4 diffusing wave 
spectroscopy,5 analysis of processes of multiple scattering of
light in turbid random media6 and blood fow diagnostics us-
ing Monte Carlo methods.7 Optical Doppler tomography is 
also very promising demanding in terms of diagnostics o
blood microcirculation.8–10 Although theoretical background 
used in these methods is based on various approaches, 
measuring procedure is similar for the variety of existing
methods from the viewpoint of experimental technique. A
diffraction of coherent light from the moving inhomogeneities
within scattering media, temporal fuctuations of scattered
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light intensity are observed. As the velocity of moving sc
terers grows, a spectral bandwidth of intensity fuctuation
broadened. 

The methods of burned skin diagnostics are describe
detail in Ref. 11. It should be pointed out that the parame
of measured signal might be infuenced, in addition to 
velocity of scatterers, by the optical properties of turbid me
as well as by the presence of motionless scatterers in
media.12,13 Thus, the problem of infuence of various facto
~including the depth of burned skin layers, tissue struct
tissue scattering and absorption coeffcients, etc.! on the spec-
tral bandwidth should be studied in more detail. It should
noted that the optical properties of damaged tissue are
known a-priori, they can vary widely and are defned, for t
most part, by the type of burn ~i.e., steam burn, burn cause
by open fre, or plasma burn!. By now, extensive investi
tions devoted to experimental modeling of light scattering
burned skin have not been carried out. The goal of this p
is to partially fll this gap. 

2 Theoretical Background 
To describe dynamic light scattering in model media, we w
follow the results of Bonner and co-authors.1,2 We assume tha
the tissue matrix is stationary ~since it has only motionles
scatterers!. Thus, the Doppler shifts in the frequency of s
tered light arise only due to light scattering on moving blo
cells. The formula for correlation function of temporal inte
sity fuctuations of light scattered by moving particles h
been obtained in1,2 

(2) ^ i sc ~ t !i sc ~ t1t!& 
g ~t!5 511b@CE~t!#2, ~1a!

^ i sc&
2 
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where i sc(t) is a scattered intensity, b is an instrumental con-
stant and CE(t) is a temporal autocorrelation function of the 
complex amplitude Esc of scattered feld 

CE~t!5^Esc "Esc* &. ~1b! 

As has been shown in Refs. 14 and 15 

` 

CE~t!5PoI o ~t!1 ( PnI n ~t!. ~2! 
n51 

In the last equation, Pn is the probability that the photon 
reaching the detector has undergone a certain number of sc
tering events, Nsc , by the moving blood cells. I n component 
describes the contribution of every photon into correlation
function. Taking into account that directions of photon scat
tering do not correlate with the velocities of moving scatter-
ers, Eq. ~1a! for correlation function of scattered intensity 
may be simplifed essentially1 

g(2)~t!511b@ P01~12P0!ŁI ~t!#2, ~3! 

where 

2Nsc[12I 1(t)]2e2Nscc/ b12e2Nscc.I ~t!5 be ~4! 

Nsc is the average number of photon collisions due to th
moving red blood cells, Po is the probability that a detected 
photon has not been scattered from moving particles, an
I 1(t) is expressed as 

I 1~t!;1/@11const Łt2#. ~5! 

In the last expression, const is some dimensionless consta
that depends both on average velocity of scatterers ~that is 
determined both by temperature and hydrodynamic propertie
of media containing moving particles!, size and shape of sca
tering particles and their velocity distribution. In general case
no explicit expression exists for const. 

Let us consider the simplifed case of multiple scattering in
suspension of moving particles ~no motionless scatterers exist 
within the medium!. As it is known, light scattering is deter-
mined by a transport mean free path of a photon ,* 5(ma 

1ms8 
more, we consider scattering media with the thickness that 
large compared to ,* . Since a scattered signal is observed in
backscattering geometry, the probability that a photon has n
been scattered, at least once, by a moving particle, equals ze

P0[0. ~6! 

Of course, it does not mean that there is no portion of photon
with unshifted frequencies in the scattered light. The tota
frequency shift of some photons may be equal to zero in th
case when the Doppler shifts ~that are acquired by a photon as 
a result of scattering from different moving particles! com-
pensate each other. In this case, it is appropriate to expre

(2)(t) asg 

)21 in the absorbing and scattering medium. Further

g(2)~t!511b@ I ~t!#2. ~7! 

Let us defne the normalized autocorrelation function of inten
sity fuctuation of scattered light as the following: 
d d348 Journal of Biomedical Optics March/April 2004 Vol. 9 No. 2 
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Fig. 1 The scheme of experimental setup. (a) Nd-YAG laser; (b): lens; 
(c): holder; (d): cuvette with scattering suspension; (e): optical fber; 
(f): computer-aided correlator supplied by PMT; (g): computer. 

(2) (2)g ~t!2g ~`! 
CI~t!5 (2) (2) . ~8! 

g ~0!2g ~`! 

After some algebra, using Eqs. ~4!, ~5! and ~7!, the last ex-
pression can be rewritten as 

CI~t!5@ I ~t!#2, ~9! 

where I (t) again is defned by Eqs. ~4! and ~5!. 
Equation ~9! is the most important theoretical result of th

paper. It allows us to describe correlation properties of in
sity fuctuations and to account properly for effects of m
tiple scattering. 

3 Experimental Technique 
3.1 Experimental Setup 
Experimental setup used in this study is presented in Fig. 
consists of argon ion laser ~wavelength is 532 nm, a beam
diameter is 1 mm, maximal laser power is 5 W!, an attenua
lens ~focal distance is 250 mm!, a cuvette with the sample
optical detecting fber maintained on a two-coordinate hol
photomultiplier tubes ~PMT! and IBM PC/AT supplied with
the digital correlator ~model BI-9000AT, Brookhaven Instru
ments Corporation!. Skin phantoms ~thin agar slabs with dif-
ferent m and ma) were placed on the thermostabilizing sta

The Brownian movement of intralipid particles simulat
blood fow in dermal and hypodermal skin layers. Laser be
was focused onto a sample. Intensity fuctuations of scatt
light formed inside the sample were detected with the hel
the optical fber at various source-detector separation 
tances laying basically within the range of 1–35 mm#. T
amplifed signal from PMT was sent to and processed by
computer-aided digital correlator. Autocorrelation functions
temporal fuctuations of scattered intensity were measu
and their decay time was defned. 

3.2 Sample Preparation 
Data for reduced scattering coeffcient of human skin p
lished in literature essentially vary and may archive the va
of 30– 40 cm21. In preparation of the phantoms we choo

21 whichthe reduced scattering coeffcient about m 510 cm8s 
is habitual for skin on leg.16 Titanium dioxide (TiO2) was
added to de-ionized water assuming that the TiO2 aqueous 
suspension with concentration of 0.7 g/l has the requ
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various source-detector separations. Curve a: source-detector separa-
tion, D52 mm; curve b: D53 mm; curve c: D56 mm; curve d: D 
59 mm. 
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Fig. 2 Normalized correlation function of temporal intensity fuctua-
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21 value of reduced scattering coeffcient, i.e., 510 cms 
Further, agar with the 1% mass concentration was dissolved 

8m . 

the suspension. For experiments with burned skin phantom
the India ink was added to the suspension. The 0.05% Ind
ink suspension is assumed to have the value of absorptio
coeffcient, ma53.5 cm21. The suspension was stirred by a 
magnetic mixer, sonicated for 15 min and boiled up to 1 min
Then, the samples of different thickness were prepared. Gla
fat spacers with the thickness of 0.17 mm were used durin
preparation of a sample of desired thickness. The 1% in

21) simulated cutane-tralipid aqueous solution (m 510 cms 
ous blood microcirculation. 

8 

4 Experiments with Phantoms of Burned Skin 
4.1 One-Layered Scattering Medium 
Let us consider the diffraction of laser radiation in aqueou
suspension of intralipid ~a medium has no motionless scatter-
ers!. Light absorption in this medium is supposed to be ne
glected. According to experimental results, the shape of co-
Jou
Fig. 4 Dependence of a number of scattering events, Nsc on source-
detector separation, D obtained for pure intralipid (ma50 cm21, m8s 

relation function of intensity fuctuations of scattered light
close to the exponential function ~Fig. 2!. The shape of a
theoretical correlation function depends on the two par

510 cm21).

eters @see Eqs. ~3!–~5!#, namely, on const and a mean numb

n of scatterers, Nsc which, in turn, can be roughly estimate
from the formula , 

a 
n 5D/,* 5DmNsc ~10!8s 

where D is a distance between the centers of the incident l
 beam and the detector, called a ‘‘source-detector separat

, 

s ,* is a transport mean free path, m 51/,* 5ms(12g) is a8s 
reduced scattering coeffcient, ms is a scattering coeffcient, gg 

-
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is a mean cosine of scattering angle.5 As was mentioned
above, const is determined entirely by characteristics of 
namic medium, namely, by the velocities of moving partic
and their scattering properties. 

Let us perform a ftting procedure of a theoretical expr
sion for correlation function to its experimentally obtain
curve, using these two parameters. As a criterion for the 
ftting, we use a minimal value of standard deviation of th
retically calculated values from experimentally measu
quantities. The calculations showed that the best corres
dence of experimental data with theoretical curve of norm
ized correlation function might be achieved at const59.737 

100 

N" 

0 o __ _j__ -"""i::ll,m;;;;;m~____J_ __ , 10 
Fig. 3 Comparison of theoretical normalized correlation function 
CIteor(t) of intensity fuctuations (curve a) with the same correlation 
function CIexp(t), obtained in the experiment for pure intralipid (curve 
b). 
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Fig. 5 Dependencies of decay time, tcorr of experimental normalized 
correlation function of intensity fuctuations on the number of scatter-
ing events, Nsc . Data obtained for intralipid aqueous suspension 

s(ma50 cm21 , m 510 cm21). 
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Fig. 6 Dependencies of a number of scattering events, Nsc on source-
detector separation, D. The case of nonabsorbing media. Dots: num-
ber of scatterers formally calculated from experimental correlation 
function using Eqs. (4), (5) and (9). Solid line: results of linear interpo-
lation. (a): H50.5 mm; (b): H51.5 mm; (c): H52.0 mm; (d): H 
52.5 mm. 
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31024 ~Fig. 3!. In this case, the error of ftting is less than
3%. Equations ~4!, ~5! and ~9! allow us to defne the average 
number of scatterers from experimentally obtained norma
ized correlation function of intensity fuctuations. 

Experimental study has shown that the dependence of 
number of scatterers, Nsc as a function of source-detector 
separation is in a good agreement with theoretical estimation
@see Eq. ~10!# as well. This dependence is close enough to
d d350 Journal of Biomedical Optics March/April 2004 Vol. 9 No. 2 
Fig. 7 Dependence of decay time, tcorr , of correlation function of 
scattered intensity fuctuations on a number of scattering events, Nsc .
Data obtained for gel with thickness, H, of 0.5 mm (a), 1.5 mm (b), 2 
mm (c), and 2.5 mm (d).

a 
linear ~Fig. 4!. This is supported by the fact that the value

s cross-correlation coeffcient is close to unity (K50.979), 
 whereas the value of a Durbin–Watson criterion descri
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elsewhere in Ref. 17 is close enough to 2. Thus, the hypot
esis of linear dependence of a number of scattering events 
source-detector separation should be accepted for the case
light scattering in intralipid suspensions ~with no motionless 
scatterers!. 

Dependence of decay time of ACF of intensity fuctuations
on the number of scattering events is presented in Fig. 
Correlation time ~dots! was calculated from experimentally 
measured correlation functions. Theoretical curve ~solid line! 
was derived from Eqs. ~4!, ~5! and ~9!; Nsc was estimated 
using Eq. ~10!. Clearly, theoretical estimations are in a good
agreement with the experimental data. Standard deviation 
experimental data from theoretical values is less than 1%
Thus, the approach proposed in Refs. 1 and 2 might be a
plied effectively for the quantitative description of coherent
light transport in highly scattering dynamic media. 

4.2 Two-Layered Scattering Medium 
In the present study, the applicability of the theoretical ap
proach described was verifed for the case of light scatterin
in a two-layered medium simulated with the 1% aqueous so
lution of intralipid, that resembles moving scatterers, and ge
flms containing TiO2 particles immersed into agar, that was
used as a model for motionless scatterers. Aqueous suspe
sion of intralipid and gel had the same scattering propertie
namely, m 50 and m8510 cm21. The thickness H of a scat-a s 
tering gel flm varied within the range of 0.5–2.5 mm. Depen
dence of a number of scattering events, Nsc on source-detector 
separation, D for various thickness H of a gel flm is pre-
sented in Fig. 6. As can be seen, theoretical dependence p
dicted is close to a linear function at all values of Nsc . Fur-
thermore, the slope of experimental curves decreased with t
increase of the thickness of agar flm simulating a motionles
layer. This phenomenon might be described in terms of ligh
transport through the turbid media. The volume concentratio
of TiO2 in gel was chosen in certain way that the scattering
properties of agar flm were equivalent to the ones of in
tralipid aqueous solution. So, the value of optical scatterin
coeffcient remained constant (m8510 cm21) whereas opti-s 
cal absorption, ma , was assumed to be zero. In this case
motionless scatterers extruded the moving scattering particl
out of the perfused volume, leading to the reduction of a
number of scattering events. This resulted in the narrowing o
a Doppler spectral bandwidth. Thus, decay time of ACF o
intensity fuctuations grew with the thickness of steady me
dium. It should be noted that a theoretically evaluated numbe
of scattering events is linearly proportional to source-detecto
separation, D. 

The curve of the dependence of decay time on a number 
scattering events drops monotonously that is in a good agre
ment with Eqs. ~4!, ~5!, and ~9! ~see Fig. 7!. Standard devia-
tion of experimental data from theoretical values is calculate
to be less than 5% in this case. 

5 Conclusions 
The dependence of the value of Doppler broadening of sca
tered light on the scattering properties of inhomogeneous m
dia has been analyzed. It has been found that the deviation
experimental data from theoretical values is less than 3% fo
purely scattering media with no absorption. The applicability
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of a theoretical model developed by Bonner and Nossal
the study of multiple optical scattering in dynamic media
demonstrated. 

It has been shown theoretically and experimentally t
decay time of intensity fuctuations of scattered feld redu
monotonously with the decrease of a number of scatte
events in a medium. It has been educed also that the mo
less scatterers ~that were used as a model of burned skin!may 
essentially infuence the Doppler spectral bandwidth. 

There is a very simple physical explanation for this p
nomenon. Static layer extrudes moving particles from 
probing volume. Of course, motionless scatterers do not 
duce additional Doppler shift in the scattered light, but th
affect the number of dynamic scatterers participating in 
process of formation of Doppler signal. As the thickness
the burned layer of the skin is larger, the number of mov
erythrocytes in the investigated volume is smaller; as a re
the spectrum of scattered intensity fuctuations becomes -
rower. 

In perspectives, the results of experimental study, wh
are presented in this paper, might be used as a basis for 
microcirculation diagnostics as well as for estimation of 
depth of burned skin in vivo. The number of dynamic scatte-
ers in the probing volume ~at fxed value of source-detecto
separation!can be easily measured on the nonburned pa
the skin of the patient. Comparison of this value with 
number of scatterers obtained with the analogous burned
of the skin allows one to judge the thickness of the layer w
motionless scatterers, i.e., the depth of burn. 
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